Introduction.
The determination of the distribution of stress in the vicinity of a crack plays a central part in recent theories of fracture [1] , [2] and for that reason is of some technical importance. Much of this work is based upon an analysis of the stress near a circular or "penny-shaped" crack first discussed by Sneddon [3] . In that paper Sneddon reduced the problem of finding the stress near a penny-shaped crack in an infinite elastic solid to the determination of the solution of a pair of dual integral equations. Green [4] , recognizing the relation of this problem to that of the electrified disc problem of electrostatics (see, for instance, p. 175 of [5] ) suggested a different approach leading to the solution of an integral equation. A solution of this crack problem using the ideas of Green and employing oblate spheroidal coordinates has also been given by Payne [6] . Still another approach involving this latter coordinate system is due to Sack [7] .
All of these discussions are confined to the case of an infinite solid and only one of them--that due to Sneddon-appears to lend itself to generalization to the case where the crack is situated in a thick plate. Even then the calculations can only be carried out when the crack is lying in the central plane of the plate with its surfaces initially parallel to those of the plate. In this paper we carry out this extension of Sneddon's method for the case in which the thickness of the plate is 8 times the diameter of the circular crack.
As in Sneddon's original paper it is assumed that the equations of the classical (infinitesimal) theory of elasticity hold. The boundary conditions appropriate to two types of problem are formulated in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 the problem is then reduced to the solution of a pair of dual integral equations which are solved in Sec. 4 by a procedure due to Lebedev and Uflyand [8] , Exact analytical expressions are derived for the solution only in the case of large values of 5-the solution is correct to order 5~6 in S. The procedure to be followed in a numerical discussion of the solution is illustrated in Sec. 6 by the calculation of the shape of the deformed crack.
The boundary value problems.
We shall determine the distribution of stress in the vicinity of a penny-shaped crack in an elastic plate of finite thickness but infinite radius. The crack will be taken to lie in the central plane of the plate with its surfaces parallel to those of the plate. We shall assume that the deformation occurs as the result of the application of prescribed forces or displacements to the plane boundaries of the plate, these forces being distributed symmetrically about an axis which passes through the center of the crack and is perpendicular to the plane of the crack. If we take the radius of the crack to be a, the crack therefore occupies the region 0 < r < a, z = 0, where (r, 6, z) are cylindrical coordinates referred to the center of the crack as origin and having the 2-axis along the axis of symmetry of the problem. In this coordinate system we take the components of the displacement vector to be (u, 0, w)-the 0-component being identically zero because of the symmetry-and the non-vanishing components of the stress tensor to be <rr, ae, <rz, rrz. The thickness of the plate will be taken to be 2d.
In the analysis of the boundary value problems we make use of a technique first introduced by Sneddon [3] whereby a crack problem for the thick plate -d < z < d is converted into a mixed boundary value problem for the elastic layer 0 < z < d.
If we assume that the surfaces of the plate are given a uniform displacement c, then we have the boundary conditions onz = d: w = e, ttz = 0, r > 0.
(1) onz = 0: Tri = 0, r > 0; <rz = 0, 0 < r < a;
The penultimate equation of this set is valid if there is no pressure applied to the surfaces of the crack, and the last one is a consequence of the prevailing symmetry. If we take the components of the displacement vector to be (u, 0, w + tz/d) we see that u and w must be such as to lead to a displacement field satisfying the conditions onz = 0:
In Eq. (3), v denotes Poisson's ratio and E denotes Young's modulus. On the other hand, if we assume that the free faces of the plate are pulled by a uniform tension F, we have the boundary conditions (2) again but the conditions (1) are replaced by:
In this case, if we take the components of the displacement vector to be 
3. The solution of the equilibrium equations. It is well-known ( [9] , p.452) that the expressions 2,)-gL , (11) w -(i -ivr'Un --01, <12)
satisfy the equations of elastic equilibrium and the compatibility relations, provided that <t> satisfies the biharmonic equation VV = 0.
Corresponding to these components of displacement we have the expressions
<i+"5
for two of the stress components. The remaining two are given by similar expressions. Now the function 
satisfies the biharmonic equation (13) and it is readily verified that it also leads to an expression for t" which satisfies the boundary conditions (4) and (7).
The dual integral equations.
We shall consider now the first of the two boundary value problems discussed in Sec. 2. The expression (16) satisfies the boundary conditions (4) and (7) . It remains to determine the functions A (£), Z?(£) so that the conditions (3), (5) and (6) 
If we substitute the conditions (3) and (5) into Eqs. (20) and (21) 
A®= Y m ~E
The dual integral equations to be satisfied by x(£) are then It is easily shown that the equation (24) is satisfied identically by this representation of ^(£). Substituting from Eq. (29) into (23) we find that We thus obtain the equation
Jo where Kx(u, t) = %[H*(u + t) -H*(u -<)]. We now let
then it is well-known ( [10] , p. 39) that
and since 0(0) = 0 we may integrate to obtain the expression , , _ 2 f' vf(v) dv .
If we substitute this expression into Eq. (33), change the order of the integrations and write
we find that Eq. (33) reduces to the Fredholm equation 
To obtain the solution of Eq. (37) to this order we need only calculate Since the solution (38) is valid only to order 8~6 we replace Ii , /2 , I3 , It by their expansions in powers of 8 up to 8'2. We find that The numerical values of the zeta-functions f(3), f(5) are taken from [11] . Substituting from Eqs. (40) and (41) 
